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Book Descriptions:

Digi Span Elite Series Manual

Our ETS is no fuss installation. The SPC Elite constantly displays the sensor’s value as well as the
Set Point to be reached. When the sensor reading falls outside of an adjustable differential, the
output relay S.P.D.T will energize activating or deactivating the pump, boiler, compressor, valve, or
other corresponding equipment until the set point is restored. The same SPC Elite control can be
connected to an array of temperature, pressure, vacuum and humidity sensors. This makes stocking
SPC Elite easier than ever. Each SPC is field selectable for a broad range of parameters. Just select
or stock the sensors you need with your control. The SPCElite is the set point perfect control. With
S.P.D.T SinglePoleDoubleThrough it makes it easier for the user to select if the output is Normally
Open N.O. or Normally Closed N.C.. The SPCElite is capable of operating in cooling or heating
application. The operator simply selects the option suited for the application. The SPCElite is now
equipped with External Activation that allows a remote device to enable or disable the SPCElite
operation. Can be Powered by 120VAC or 24VAC. The SPCElite is normally powered by 120VAC.
However, it has an alternative 24VAC power input. No transformers are required. English or Metric.
The same SPCElite can be configured to follow either standard. Each with an array of sensor options
for versatility. Mounts on a 1900 Box or a DigiElite Wiring Enclosure; with or without a builtin
control switch. The flexibility of mounting the control and the use of the optional wiring enclosure,
makes this control fit any application need and most tight spaces. Sensor Fault Output Option. The
SPCElite offers the option of switching the On or Off when a fault condition occurs. Features Models
FAQ Case Studies 3D Sketches Features One control can operate in singlestage heating or
singlestage cooling. Choose the state you want your output to be on a sensor
fault.http://alphachemusainc.com/uploaded/bsava-manual-of-rabbit-medicine-and-surgery-ebook.xml

digi span elite series manual, 1.0, digi span elite series manual.

Mounts on a 1900 box or use the provided extension skirt for wall mounting. MultiLine Digital
Display. Can be powered using 120VAC or 24VAC. UL Listed. Models Models SPCElite DOES NOT
COME WITH SENSORS.If the message relates to the PROVE input, it may not be shorted or the
Prove terminal Jumper is not installed. In this case, the control will not start the boiler. If the
message relates to the Shutdown input, the Shutdown maybe shorted remotely. If the message
relates to the Tstat input, the TStat input maybe opened remotely. My outdoor sensor reading does
not match the actual temperature. The outdoor sensor measurement may vary based on its location
and its sun exposure. In most cases it will never match a weather station that is located several
miles away.If the difference was large, then check the sensor by disconnecting one of its wires from
the control. The control should read OPEN. If not, contact technical support. Why is my temperature
sensor reading Open on the control display. Remove the sensor wires from the control and check for
continuity across the wires with and meter. If no continuity existed, check or replace the wires.Why
is my temperature sensor reading Short on the control display. Remove one of the sensor wires from
the control. The control display should change and display OPEN. Then check the sensor wiring
specifically around spliced areas. If wiring was good, then disconnect the sensor wires from the
control and check the sensor wires with an Ohm meter. The readings should match the sensor
temperature chart on the control manual. It not, then replace the sensor. If after removing one of
the sensor wires the control read SHORT, then contact tech support. Case Studies Case Study 13
Case Study 22 3D Sketches Download the TSC Elite in Google Sketchup 3D format by clicking here.
Download the Wiring Enclosure Elite in Google Sketchup 3D format by clicking
here.https://www.condowash.com/admin/myfolder/bsava-manual-of-rabbit-medicine-and-surgery-pdf.
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Related Products TSCElite DIGISPAN MCElite Series Our products combine the needs of the
industry with uptotheminute technology. Our product development begins with the customer. Since
1937, we’ve been listening to our customers tell us what else they needed in a control. And year
after year, with hundreds of enhancements, and new product introductions, we’ve built the products
that lead the industry. Steam Heating Hot Water Hydronics Please select atleast one radio button
Back Next What would you like to control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button
Back Next How many Boilers will you control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button
Back Next How many Boilers will you control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button
Back Next How many Boilers will you control. All rights reserved. Our ETS is no fuss
installation.Well suited for radiant and process applications, the MCElite changes the position of a
valve, burner, or variable speed drive in response to changes in sensor readings. Temperature,
Pressure, Vacuum, or Humidity. The same MCElite control can be connected to an array of
temperature, pressure, vacuum, and humidity sensors. This makes stocking MCElite easier than
ever. Each MCElite is field selectable for a broad range of parameters. Just select or stock the
sensors you need with your control. Standard and Customizable Reset Ratios. Utilizing the standard
outdoor reset ratios or set point is builtin the MCElite. In addition, the controls come with a
customizable reset ratio for applications where a standard reset ratio would not suffice. Simplified
Menus on an EasytoRead 2Line Digital Display. Now, with two 16 alphanumeric line display and
easytoready menus makes setting and understanding control operation a snap. Sensor Fault Output
Status Selection. A feature that allows the user to select the output status when the sensor is
disconnected or its reading is faulty. Can be Powered by 120VAC or 24VAC.

The Elite Series is normally powered by 120VAC. However, it has an alternative 24VAC power
inputs. No transformers are required. Radiant Heating. The MCElite Series can control a mixing
valve to regulate the temperature of the water entering the radiant tubing. Hydronic Heating or
Cooling Loops. The MCElite Series can control either a mixing valve or a diverting valve to regulate
the temperature of a hydronic loop. Steam to Water HeatExchangers. The MCElite Series provides
precise temperature control of water by controlling the amount of steam entering the heat
exchanger. Variable Speed Drive. The MCElite Series can be used to control the speed of a fan or
pump to maintain a desired system temperature or pressure. Modulating Burner Control. The
MCElite Series controls the firing rate of a modulating boiler to maintain a desired system
temperature or pressure. Air Damper Control. The MCElite Series adjusts the opening of an air
damper to control the space temperature or humidity.Check to if any boiler stage is set to Manual or
On. If the setting is too high, and only the Lead boiler is on, the system can over heat. Reduce the
LastStageHold setting. At times I notice the pressure reading on my HeatTimer MultiMOD is slightly
above the pressure set point. Does this mean there is something wrong with the MultiMOD. The set
point on a MultiMOD is not a high limit as it is on many other pressure controllers. The MultiMOD is
designed to control multiple full modulation burners to maintain a given system pressure or
temperature, not to be used as a system high limit. The MultiMOD will not necessarily bring the
boilers down to low fire as the pressure approaches the set point. Instead, the set point of the
MultiMOD is the average pressure the MultiMOD will modulate the boilers to maintain. Therefore, it
is perfectly normal for the pressure to rise slightly over the set point.

http://schlammatlas.de/en/node/20740

Set the MultiMOD set point to the pressure you would like the system to hold, not the maximum
pressure the system should reach. My outdoor sensor reading does not match the actual
temperature. The outdoor sensor measurement may vary based on its location and its sun exposure.
In most cases it will never match a weather station that is located several miles away.If the
difference was large, then check the sensor by disconnecting one of its wires from the control. The
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control should read OPEN. If not, contact technical support. Why is my temperature sensor reading
Open on the control display. Remove the sensor wires from the control and check for continuity
across the wires with and meter. If no continuity existed, check or replace the wires.Why is my
temperature sensor reading Short on the control display. Remove one of the sensor wires from the
control. The control display should change and display OPEN. Then check the sensor wiring
specifically around spliced areas. If wiring was good, then disconnect the sensor wires from the
control and check the sensor wires with an Ohm meter. The readings should match the sensor
temperature chart on the control manual. It not, then replace the sensor. If after removing one of
the sensor wires the control read SHORT, then contact tech support. Case Studies Case Study 07
Case Study 25 3D Sketches Download the MCElite in Google Sketchup 3D format by clicking here.
Download the Wiring Enclosure Elite in Google Sketchup 3D format by clicking here. Related
Products Mini Mod MultiMod MPC HWR Our products combine the needs of the industry with
uptotheminute technology. Our product development begins with the customer. Since 1937, we’ve
been listening to our customers tell us what else they needed in a control. And year after year, with
hundreds of enhancements, and new product introductions, we’ve built the products that lead the
industry.
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Steam Heating Hot Water Hydronics Please select atleast one radio button Back Next What would
you like to control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button Back Next How many
Boilers will you control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button Back Next How many
Boilers will you control. Single Multiple Please select atleast one radio button Back Next How many
Boilers will you control. All rights reserved. Check the fuse on the back of the control using a
continuity meter. If continuity does not exist, replace the fuse with the same fuse size and rating.In
most cases it will never match a weather station that is located several miles away.If the difference
was large, then check the sensor by disconnecting one of its wires from the control. The control
should read OPEN. If not, contact technical support.If no continuity existed, check or replace the
wires.The control display should change and display OPEN. Then check the sensor wiring
specifically around spliced areas. If wiring was good, then disconnect the sensor wires from the
control and check the sensor wires with an Ohm meter. The readings should match the sensor
temperature chart on the control manual. It not, then replace the sensor. If after removing one of
the sensor wires the control read SHORT, then contact tech support. If you want NextDay, we can
save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get
NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In
your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem
with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.Learn more When the
sensor reading falls outside of an adjustable differential, the output relay SPDT will energize
activating or deactivating the pump, boiler, compressor, valve or other corresponding equipment
until the set point is restored.
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The SPC Elite will work with an old style sensor from the SPC TEMP.Single Pole Double Throw
OutputMeasures Temperature, High Temperature, Multiple Pressure Ranges, Vacuum and
HumidityEasy to read and configure menusReplaces SPC100, SPC100, 929100 Does Not Include A
New Sensor You Must Purchase The 90425000 Separate About This Item We aim to show you
accurate product information. Manufacturers,The SPC Elite constantly displays the sensor’s value as
well as the Set Point to be reached. When the sensor reading falls outside of an adjustable
differential, the output relay SPDT will energize activating or deactivating the pump, boiler,
compressor, valve or other corresponding equipment until the set point is restored. Ask a question
Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer
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service issues, please contact customer service directly. So if you find a current lower price from an
online retailer on an identical, instock product, tell us and well match it. See more details at Online
Price Match. Related Pages Paring Knives Steak Knives Range Replacement BuiltIn Timers Clocks
Knife Block Set Cool Kitchen Gadgets Egg Tools Shop All Lighting Accessories All Rights Reserved.
To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference number Feedback
Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we are
committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or distributed to a third
party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank you
Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you!
Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re
having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done.
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